Thanks Steve.......  

Unless this group is planning on utilizing exclusively privately owned coal reserves, it seems like they would want to invite BLM and/or SITLA (in Utah) to cover the leasing and recovery aspects of the coal resource in their plans. Also, where the surface may not be owned in fee, they might want to discuss their plans with the surface managing agency, whether it be USFS or SITLA or whomever. Maybe that comes later.....??
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Greetings,

As requested during the conference call, I've attached the agenda for the upcoming OSM in-situ coal processing meeting.

Give me a call if you have any questions or something you'd like me to follow up on.

Regards,
Steve

Steve Christensen
Environmental Scientist III
Utah Division of Oil, Gas and Mining
(801) 538-5350
(See attached file: In-Situ Meeting September 2011.docx)